Join Us Virtually for the 2022 NMPHA Annual Conference

PUBLIC HEALTH FOR ALL: BUILDING COMMUNITIES THAT THRIVE

Thursday, May 19, 2022, 9:00am - 5:00pm
Friday, May 20, 2022, 9:00am - 4:00pm

Register here.
Group rates and equity scholarships are available upon request. Presenters will receive a registration fee waiver, but you must be an NMPHA member.

Featuring:
Keynotes
Learning Sessions
Thriving Sessions
Poster Sessions with Student Awards
& opportunities to connect with fellow members of New Mexico’s public health community!

**Spanish interpretation will be available throughout the conference.**

We plan to offer select CEUs: CHES, SW, CPS, CHW, CNE*

*This nursing continuing professional development activity was approved by New Mexico Nurses Association, an accredited approver by the American Nurses Credentialing Center’s Commission on Accreditation.

Thank You to Our Sponsors

For more information or questions, email nmpha.mail@gmail.com.
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TAKE A SNEAK PEEK AT OUR AGENDA!

Keynotes

A School of Public Health for New Mexico: Building the Vision
Dr. Tracie Collins, UNM COPH & Dr. Hector Diaz, NMSU

Personal, Professional, and Policy Action: Building Public Health Allies for Anti-Racism Work
Amy Whitfield, Office of African American Affairs & Governor’s Council on Racial Justice

La Equidad Nos Da Seguridad (“Equity Makes Us All Secure”)
Sra. Martha Payán, CHW

Creating Structures and Systems for Cultural Safety: Shifting Power to All or Those Who Need it
Jennifer Nanez, MSW, LMSW

Learning Sessions

Climate Change in NM: Projections, Adaptation, and Resilience

New Mexico’s Marijuana Recreational Use Law: Public Health Implications

Grassroots Approach to Reproductive Justice

More than Just Food: Advancing Food Banks toward Determinants of Health & Healthcare Partnerships

Diné Hydration Project: Exploring Water Security & Child Health

Thriving Sessions

Salsa, Merengue, Bachata

Gratitude Practice (Mindfulness Activity)

Writing for Wellness: Creative Writing as a Form of Self-Care

Moving Bodies & Minds: 10-Step Tai Chi for Health & Organizing

Fun and Easy Yoga Moves for Wellness

AND MANY MORE LEARNING SESSIONS AND POSTER SESSIONS!

For more information or questions, email nmpha.mail@gmail.com.